Agenda

TAC Repair and Rehabilitation Committee Meeting
Sunday, October 27, 2002, 8:00 pm - 10:30 pm, East Court 3A
Phoenix, AZ

Members
Randall Poston (Chair) Lesley Sneed (Non-voting, Secretary)
Jim Chilinski Peter Emmons
James McDonald Lawrence Kahn
Jay Paul Michael Sprinkle
Kelly Page

1.0 Welcome and Introduction

2.0 Approval of the Minutes from the Special Meeting in Baltimore on June 20, 2002

3.0 Report from ICRI Technical Director (Kelly Page)

4.0 Update of TRRC and TAC FAQ Review
   The vote summary discrepancy over FAQs 22 and 26, which was referred to in the minutes from the
   June 2002 special meeting, has been resolved. Three new FAQs (15, 22, and 26) were submitted to ACI
   before the Phoenix convention. The new FAQs will be distributed to TRRC during the meeting.
   TRRC to discuss plans for ACI to publish compilation of repair-related FAQs.

5.0 Update of the Concrete Repair Manual
   In Bar Harbor (July, 2002), TAC approved the proposed Contents, Foreword, and the explanation for
   Poston met with Annette Pollington of ACI staff on October 9, 2002. A tentative deadline for
   determining the lineup for the Concrete Repair Manual was set for October 18, 2002. Emmons to report
   on the progress of developing a business agreement with Concrete Society of England.

6.0 ACI/ICRI Website (www.fixconcrete.org)
   TRRC to discuss the issues of technical review and web maintenance information. The fixconcrete
   website is not yet up and running. Emmons to report on the progress of the website.

7.0 Repair Issues in 318
   318 Sub F has agreed to discuss repair-related issues at their meeting in Phoenix. Poston to report.

8.0 TRRC Oversight Role of Committees
   In Bar Harbor, Chair Poston gave a slide presentation to TAC in which he recommended a proposed
   mission change and possible future goals for TRRC. The presentation also included conceptual
   information on how TRRC proposes that ACI committees publish information on existing concrete
   separately from other types of information. TAC wants TRRC to create an action plan before making a
   final presentation. Also in Bar Harbor, TAC decided that TRRC should perform technical reviews on
   committee documents related to existing structures parallel with the TAC review. Poston to report.

9.0 Inorganic Repair Material Data Sheet Protocol
   Vaysburd to report on whether the ICRI task force is interested in submitting proposed standardization
   protocol to ACI Committee 364.

10.0 New Business

11.0 Adjourn